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Outline 



  Did my Master degree at the TU Berlin in 1997 
  Nuclear engineer with more then ten years 

experiences in Germany 
  Was working in: 

  the federal office for radiation protection,  
  two nuclear power plants (GKN, KKG) 
  DSR (AREVA) 
  TU Munich 
  a few more nuclear companies which are doing safety 

analysis and rule work 

  Doing my PhD at the RWTH Aachen (Germany) 
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  I am working at the U of S in Saskatoon 
  I am involved in the Generation 4 project 
  AECL, McGill University, U of S 
  Figure out which kind of membranes could 

work under supercritical water conditions 
  Built a setup 
  Changing according texture, structure and pore 

size 
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  Because of human mistakes the core of the 
NPP Tschernobyl melt 

  Due to the accident the radioactive pollution in 
Germany/Europe increased significantly 

I. Tschernobyl 



Accident in Tschernobyl 
 (26th of April 1986) 
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  Atmosphere regarding the peaceful use of nuclear 
energy changed 

  The green party got more and more influence 
  In 1998 the government decided to shut down every 

NPP till at least 2021 
  The universities changed their education programs to 

alternative energy like water, sun and wind 

Nuclear development after the 
accident in Tschernobyl 
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  West Germany had 19 NPP’s in 1989, now they 
have 17 (11/6) still in operation  

  East Germany had two nuclear power plants 
  WWER* KKR – 70 MW 
  WWER Lubmin – 4 x 440 MW (+4 x440 MW) 
  WWER Stendahl – 8 x 1000 MW was planned 

* WWER (water-water-energie-reactor)  
(russian: ВВЭР, Водо-водяной энергетический 
реактор) 
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  They shut down 2 NPP’s 
  The government developed a strict law 

regarding the deal with the radioactive waste 
  Reprocessing isn’t allowed yet 
  Permission for transport of radioactive substances on the 

road 
  Permission for handling of radioactive substances 
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  Finished this last year 
  The Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH was and is working 
for the Federal Environment Ministry (BMU) since  
September 2003 to improve the quality of the 
nuclear rule work 

 
  BMI-Sicherheitskriterien 
  Störfall-Leitlinien 
  RSK-Leitlinien für DWR und SWR (draft) 

Modernization of the german 
nuclear rule work 
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  The "Act on the structured phase-out of the 
utilisation of nuclear energy for the commercial 
generation of electricity" of 22 April 2002 - which is 
based on the Agreement between the Federal 
Government and the power utilities of 14 June 
2000 (signed on 11 June 2001) - created new basic 
conditions in Germany for the use of nuclear 
power.  

  One of the purposes of the amended Atomic 
Energy Act (AtG) is now the structured phase-out 
of nuclear power instead of its promotion.  
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  The agreed starting point for a step-wise phase-out 
of the operation of the nuclear power plants is an 
average total operating lifetime of 32 years.  

  The restriction to 32 years has no technical 
justification but is based on a political decision in 
conjunction with balancing of benefits and risks of 
nuclear power by the legislator. 

  The Agreement confirms that during the residual 
operating lifetimes, a high level of safety of the 
nuclear power plants according to international 
standards will continue to be ensured. 
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  After the federal elections in 2005 in the course of 
forming the Federal Government, the parties 
forming the coalition stated in their coalition 
contract that there was a difference in opinion on 
the use of nuclear power.  

  The above mentioned Agreement between the 
Federal Government and the power utilities of 11 
June 2001 and the procedures contained therein as 
well as the associated rules provided in the 
amendment of the Atomic Energy Act therefore 
remain unchanged.  
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  The safe operation of the nuclear power plants 
has the highest priority for the ruling parties. It 
was decided to continue and expand research into 
the safe operation of the existing nuclear power 
plants.  

  Furthermore, the coalition contract stipulates that 
federal and Länder governments work together on a 
basis of trust regarding nuclear regulatory 
supervision. 

  This trustful co-operation - added by the 
involvement of the plant operators - is mirrored in 
the process of the drafting of the 4th report under 
the Convention on Nuclear Safety 
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  Irrespective of the structured phase-out of the use 
of nuclear energy for commercial electricity 
generation, Germany is committed to its 
international obligations, especially to the 
fulfillment of its obligations under the 
Convention on Nuclear Safety. 

  Further co-ordination with the Länder of the action 
plan to implement the WENRA Reference Levels in 
Germany and the performance of the 
corresponding measures concerning the nuclear 
non-mandatory guidance instruments and their 
implementation in the nuclear power plants shall 
take place until 2010. 
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  For the Federal Government, the safe operation of 
the nuclear power plants has top priority. 

  In this context, research for the safe operation of 
nuclear power plants is continued and extended. 
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  Focal points are, among others, 
 

  － materials science, 
  － systems and component engineering, 
  － accident analysis, 
  － non-destructive tests, 
  － PSA, 
  － fuel behaviour, 
  － radiation protection, 
  － issue of hydrogen, and 
  － seismic qualification. 
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  Since 2001, research projects dealing with research 
on new and innovative reactor concepts have no 
longer been financed by public funds. 
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  WENRA is a network of Chief Regulators of EU 
countries with nuclear power plants and 
Switzerland as well as of other interested 
European countries which have been granted 
observer status.  
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  The main objectives of WENRA are to develop a 
common approach to nuclear safety, to provide an 
independent capability to examine nuclear safety in 
applicant countries and to be a network of chief nuclear 
safety regulators in Europe exchanging experience and 
discussing significant safety issues. 
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  There is an atmosphere to get a renaissance of the 
nuclear development in all over the world 

  Also in Germany you see such a development 
  At these days the government of Germany is 

trying to write a law for extending the duration 
of operation for the running NPP’s  up to 50 
years 
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  Research on closing the fuel cycle 
(transmutation, partitioning) 

  Juelich, Karlsruhe, Rossendorf  
  RWTH Aachen 
  At the GRS, internal and external training takes place 

under the umbrella of the GRS Academy.  

  Alternative energy resources 
  Save energie 
  Efficient energy concepts 

Current nuclear research, education 
and industry 
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  Extension of the operation of the NPP’s 
  Nuclear technology is a bridging technology 

(Brueckentechnologie) 
  Germany needs the peaceful use of the nuclear 

technology so long till it’s economical 
inefficient 

Nuclear technology in the future 



Thank you! 


